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Chapter 2581

“But what I’m afraid of right now is that Chen Kong is really bewildered by the kindness…
Then he won’t attack the three dark gods… He may no longer listen to us when he reaches
the highest state…”

Mr. X not only sighed.

“Yes! Now this kid has entered the forbidden area No. 76! And has blocked the contact with
us! I am not good at sending people into the forbidden area No. 76…”

Lucifer said angrily.

“Let’s take a look at that time! If he can’t get rid of the three dark gods, it will be a waste to
us! We can support him up with one hand, and we can destroy him at will…”

A murderous intent flashed in Mr. X’s eyes.

Lucifer and they all laughed.

Chen Kong is extremely powerful to the outside world, but for the Lab of the Gods, he can
still be killed… It

shows how terrifying the Lab of the Gods is…

Then the whole world began to circulate that the three Gods of Darkness are actually Afraid
of Chen Kong’s news…

Everyone began to analyze.



It makes sense more and more!

The Dark God was giving gifts to Chen Kong…

but at this time Chen Kong was immersed in his own world, absorbing energy frantically.

What surprised him more and more was that he sucked so crazy, but the general energy of
the crystal remained unchanged.

It’s like sucking a few drops in the ocean…

He is getting more and more excited…

If this crystal makes him suck it out, what would it be?

Then he sucked more and more crazily…

“Kacha!”

“Kacha!”

…

Lightning raged in the air, and the world changed color.

Heralds the birth of a super strong man.

Suck!

Suck crazy!

“boom!!!”

In the end, Chen Kong stepped into the highest realm of Gonggong Dafa-the ninth level!

Sucking the sky and the earth…



His body is like a whirlpool, and the energy of the entire forbidden area No. 76 is
continuously flowing into his body.

Can be sucked far away! ! !

This is the highest state of the Dafa of Absorbing Gong!

Chen Kong continued to suck frantically to consolidate the realm of the ninth level!

…

Time passed by every minute and every second.

Finally, three days have come.

Chen Kong suddenly opened his eyes, and there seemed to be lightning raging in his eyes.

He has come to a whole new level…

“The strongest I am here!!!”

After Chen Kong came to the ninth floor, he obviously felt different from before.

It seems that the whole world is stepping under his feet, and any creature is an ant…

He controls the world as a whole…

In fact, this is the feeling of a “god”!

Like the group of “gods” in Forbidden Land No. 76…

because they are too strong, they feel that they are the gods who control the world.
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Chen Kong feels this way now.



Even the three of Dark Gods are not that interested… It

may have been a challenge before, but now when he reaches the highest level, it is like
dealing with three ordinary people.

There is no interest or pleasure anymore…

after he comes out.

He was contacted by the Lab of the Gods.

He must kill the three dark gods…

don’t let your hands down because of some things.

Chen empty answer is simple: “!!! Do not worry, I’ll get rid of the three men on when I
became the strongest, see the blood, I Lian Ji Gong magic Dacheng I must kill a few people”

get After Chen Kong answered in the affirmative, the Lab of the Gods was relieved.

This way they can save a lot of trouble…

Chen Kong left step by step.

He held the crystal tightly in his hand and exclaimed: “What is this? The energy contained in
it is too strong? Just like this, I only absorbed a quarter of it! It will take a while if I absorb it
all!”

Chen The news of the emptiness spread quickly all over the world…

it boiled again.

The focus is also on the top of the world!

Everyone cheered up and waited.

The noise outside awakened Levi Garrison.



“What’s wrong? Did something happen?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“Chen Kong is out! It is said that he has broken through to the highest level of Dafa
absorption!”

Zoey Lopez said.

“Hey, now it is rumored that the master gave the crystals to cheat him. It’s scary. Then Chen
Kong won’t do it!”

“Yes! I think it makes sense! Why else make your enemy stronger! No matter how strong you
are, you can’t do this.

Right ?” “Yes, the dark god is powerful, but it’s not enough for that?”

“He must be afraid of Chen Kong, showing weakness to Chen Kong…”

Kirin ( Qilin ) and the others analyzed.

In this regard, Zoey Lopez, the apprentice, didn’t say anything.

“Fart! Just him?”

“Help me up and see how much Chen Kong has made?”

Levi Garrison looked forward a little.

If Chen Kong absorbs all the energy of the crystal, plus the resources of No. 76 Forbidden
Land.

He should be able to reach the top level of Suction Dafa…It’s about the same level as

the seven or nine phantoms on the ninth level of the Diamond Undestructive Divine Art.

This will make Levi Garrison interested…



so he is looking forward to it.

“Everyone said so! It is said that today, the Dark Gods will still be the head turtles, and they
dare not come forward!”

“Yes, I am also sure that the Dark Gods will not come out! Finally, I directly announced the
Chen Kong God List. First! Everyone can get to the table!” The

others said one after another.
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Levi Garrison ignored them and came out of the room.

The outside is completely messed up.

Chen Kong also came on foot.

The aura on his body has converged a lot, but he has an invincible posture on his body.

He really got too much stronger.

It’s completely reborn!

The eighth and ninth layers of Gonggong Dafa are completely two worlds.

Now Chen Kong is stepping into the ranks of the strong.

To all beings, it is a posture of contemptuousness.

“Huh!!!”

Even though his aura receded, the coercion that everyone felt was no less than that of the
day.

Chest tightness, shortness of breath, and even suffocation.



It is as if Chen Kong is a black hole, just standing here will draw everyone in.

Everyone has already felt this trend of being sucked…

Everyone’s complexion changed drastically, and cold sweats broke out.

I was shocked by Chen Kong…

Various exclamations continued.

“That’s it? That’s it?” But

then a different voice sounded.

Levi Garrison!

It was Levi Garrison who made the sound naturally.

His face is full of anger!

After seeing Chen Kong, he was completely desperate.

Just do it for a long time?

The key is to take a posture of looking at the world?

What to install?

Waste one!

Levi Garrison is really going to explode!

He is really looking forward to it!

Forget it the first time!

But this time he prepared so much for him, and waited for him for three days.



The result is waiting for this.

Can Levi Garrison not be disappointed?

The crystal absorbed a quarter…

all the absorption was barely enough, and in the end he absorbed a quarter…

Although he had practiced to the highest level of Suction Dafa.

But this layer is also different… the

number of phantoms after the ninth layer of the King Kong Uncorrupted Divine Art is the
same…

One phantom must be the weakest, and nine phantoms must be the strongest.

Now the realm of Chen Kong’s Suction Dafa is like the first phantom of the ninth layer of the
King Kong Uncorrupted Divine

Art. How can this make Levi Garrison happy?

Even the stronger gods in Forbidden Area No. 76 are incomparable.

What a fart?

Sure enough, the higher the expectations, the greater the disappointment.

Levi Garrison was going to be numb.

What he was expecting from the beginning was that Chen Kong could practice to be
equivalent to the seven or nine phantoms in the ninth layer of the King Kong Undestructive
Divine Art… and the

result was a phantom level!

waste!



It would be a waste to give you this crystal!

Lao Tzu gave you three months to estimate that you can finish it?

But where does Levi Garrison have so much patience…

wait another three months?

Go f*ck!
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Everyone looked at Levi Garrison in surprise.

Why can’t he be so angry and disappointed?

It seems that Chen Kong is too weak…

impossible, right?

How strong is Chen Kong?

Still weak?

Talk about it?

Everyone looked at him weirdly.

This person hadn’t started the fight yet, but Levi Garrison was so angry.

Chen Kong came little by little to the place of the decisive battle.

The people around were shocked, scared and admired for the strong…In

just three days, Chen Kong was completely reborn.



If this continues, he will be invincible in the world?

Anyone can be his opponent?

It may be several decades before he can wait for someone who can draw with him-the
young master of Heaven who practiced King Kong’s magical skills.

otherwise.

No one will be his opponent in this world!

This is truly invincible in the world!

Chen Kong glanced at the stone stele not far away, and he smiled.

For this ranking above, he is now desperate.

No interest at all.

After all, he is already the strongest.

“Dark God, you three should show up? Since you think I am weak and made me stronger,
now I am really stronger! Come on!”

“But I tell you, don’t think about sending me crystal energy before. , And opened the No. 76
forbidden area to me… Don’t think I’ll appreciate you letting you go!”

“None of you can avoid fighting with me! Unless I beat you head-on! I won’t give up!”

Chen Kong’s also stated Attitude.

Must come to the challenge.

He won’t think about the sentiment of sending crystals…

Seeing this, everyone in the Gods Laboratory was relieved.

Thus.



Save too much trouble.

But as soon as Chen Kong said this, there was no response.

“Ha ha ha …… with us predicted, three of darkness God can not come!”

“That’s certainly ah! That sent energy crystals can curry favor with Chen empty, people know
that the slightest regard for mutual affection!”

“Laughable I’m going to be a turtle!”

…

Everyone began to laugh.

Mr. X in the Lab of the Gods also laughed.

Sure enough, it’s like a god!

“Aren’t you coming out yet? Are you really afraid of me? Am I that powerful?”

“A bunch of trash! Turtles with shrunken heads! Rubbish!”

…

Chen Kong couldn’t see anyone out.

Started all kinds of insults and mockery.

Many people can’t listen anymore.

“There is so much nonsense, I solved you with one punch!”

Suddenly Levi Garrison rushed towards Chen Kong under the eyes of everyone.
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Senseless!

Everyone was dumbfounded.

Looking at Levi Garrison incredulously.

What is he doing?

Chen Kong is so provocative, if you want to say that you can’t help it, it should be the three
dark gods!

Does this have anything to do with you, Levi Garrison?

Why are you rushing out?

shocked!

Zoey Lopez and the others were stunned.

The brain is blank…

Otherwise, they would definitely stop Levi Garrison.

You can rush out, but Chen Kong is the one you rushed!

The super power of the ninth layer of power absorption!

That’s invincible in the world! ! !

Brain twitched?

Go in front of others?

When Levi Garrison rushed out, it caused a chain reaction.

Everyone exclaimed.

Seeing Levi Garrison come out, everyone is going to explode…



What is this?

Does anyone dare to challenge Invincible in the world these days?

This is either a lunatic or a fool!

Nothing else is possible!

Levi Garrison rushed out suddenly, scaring many people.

But some people were delighted.

Ye Qingtian and the others.

Finally waited until this moment…

He is finally going to make a move…

They also couldn’t understand where Chen Kong clamored for a long time…

“Huh? How did he rush out?”

“Sick brain?”

“Thinking that I am the God of Darkness…”

Those who were familiar with Levi Garrison were dumbfounded.

Ye Wudao, Ye Lingtian and others laughed: “Levi Garrison, you have a brain disease! Does
our master’s affairs need you to come forward?”

“Our master is invincible! This Chen Kong waits, master must disdain him! I think he is still
too weak today to come out!”

“Sure! You and I have really seen the power of Master, this Chen Kong is really nothing…”

…



Ye Wudao and Ye Lingtian are now the masters of the Eight Classics!

I think their master is invincible!

it’s the best!

No one can blaspheme!

Especially when I saw Levi Garrison rushing out to replace their master.

Even more angry…

I feel that Levi Garrison is insulting their master!

Little did they know that Levi Garrison was their master!

Even the laboratory of the gods that secretly observed was taken aback.

The first thing they thought in their minds was not that Levi Garrison was crazy.

But is Levi Garrison the God of Darkness?

After all, they acted carefully, thought carefully, and were inexplicably vigilant and even
fearful of Levi Garrison.

Their first thought was – Is Levi Garrison the God of Darkness? Or one of the three?

The master of the ancient Garrison Clan is also possible, after all, Levi Garrison is a member
of the Garrison Clan.

…

They were numb for a while.

shocked.

If it really is, it’s over…



They can allow anyone in this world to be strong, even if they can continue to keep the top
three of the gods.

But Levi Garrison is never allowed to be strong!

Levi Garrison being strong is the most terrifying thing for them!

It can even be said to be a disaster!
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Anyone can be strong, but Levi Garrison alone can’t! ! !

At this moment, Mr. X and their moods are extremely complicated…

Hope this is fake!

It was not Levi Garrison who rushed out!

But Levi Garrison rushed out…

There was a lot of noise in the crowd, and there was great movement.

Chen Kong also saw an arrow-like figure burst out in the distance! ! !

He was also excited…

Could it be that the dark god is coming?

But he glanced away.

The energy fluctuation of Levi Garrison’s body was too weak, and there was no aura at all.

Except that the speed is slightly faster.

There are no other highlights.



Where is the Dark God?

But he smiled.

Someone finally dared to stand up and challenge him.

Even knowing that he is so powerful.

“Well, then I will treat you as an opponent!”

Chen Kong takes it seriously.

The suction power is turned on, and the rushing Levi Garrison must be sucked dry.

“boom!”

Soon, Levi Garrison came with a fist and bombarded with a dull sound.

This punch can only be said to be unpretentious!

Especially in Chen Kong’s eyes!

Weak too weak!

It is also very weak in the eyes of other people!

Everyone could see that Levi Garrison was a punch with all his strength!

He had been brewing this punch from the beginning.

You must know that his initial position was tens of thousands of meters away from Chen
Kong…

He prepared a distance of tens of thousands of meters…

Just hit his ultimate punch!

But this punch is too weak and too weak for everyone…



There is no momentum at all, the strength is average, and the speed is slightly better.

There is no such thing as earth-shattering…

At most, you can fight against the strong ones on the quasi god list…

Chen Kong, who can be used to deal with the world’s invincible, is simply joking!

Everyone is watching a joke!

How did you hit Chen Kong with such a soft punch?

Zoey Lopez who wakes up are all anxious.

Levi Garrison’s fist was unremarkable, and he even struggled to deal with them. Are you sure
he can kill Chen Kong?

But it is too late to stop.

Looked at the banging punch.

Chen Kong suddenly grabbed Levi Garrison’s fist, extremely relaxed!

“I just heard other people say that your name is Levi Garrison, right? I remember you, you are
the first to challenge me!”

Chen Kong sneered.

In his opinion, the speed of this punch is almost like a snail crawling…

Ants not worth mentioning!

The power of this punch…well…this power…

What?

This power?



This this this…

This punch…

“boom!!!”

At this moment, Chen Kong’s face changed drastically, and his face was full of shock and
consternation.

Eyeballs are going to stick out…

Only after real contact do you know the power of this punch…

The moment I grabbed Levi Garrison’s fist…

Chen Kong felt the terrifying energy converge a little burst, about to penetrate into his body…

This terrible power is dozens of times stronger than the crystal he has absorbed!

But he couldn’t breathe after only a quarter of it…
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It is the most terrifying power he has ever seen!

This punch is based on a little burst!

It’s an invincible punch!

Chen Kong finally understood why this punch looked so soft, without any momentum,
without power, and with a slightly faster speed.

There was even a scene that caused earth-shaking…

That’s because Levi Garrison compressed the power of a punch to one point and did not
show any power at all.



This punch is the strongest!

Isn’t that?

Although Chen Kong did not reach what Levi Garrison expected, he was angry.

With the help of a distance of tens of thousands of meters, Levi Garrison made a hearty
punch!

Also base the power of a punch on one point…

It broke out completely when it hit Chen Kong…

Chen Kong still actively wants to suck!

It’s too late to retreat at this time!

Chen Kong’s pupils contracted, his glasses enlarged, and his face was unbelievable.

“boom!!!”

The terrible power has penetrated into his body!

This is unprecedented power!

This is the most powerful force!

Chen Kong understands that even if he absorbs this power, his body will explode…

This is definitely beyond the scope of tolerance…

Although the previous Gods Lab transformed Chen Kong’s body to help him solve the
problem of strength endurance!

But Levi Garrison’s power of this punch is of another latitude.

Not within the calculations of the Gods Lab…



Can’t bear to absorb it!

What’s more, at this moment, it is being attacked by such a force…

After the power penetrated into the body, the appearance was temporarily unaffected…

But the body was devastated and destroyed, and all organs of the internal organs burst into
pieces in an instant…

destroy!

This punch represents destruction!

“boom!!!”

In the next second, a hole of blood exploded in Chen Kong’s chest.

“boom!”

It’s another blood hole!

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Then blood holes began to explode everywhere in the body.

In an instant, Chen Kong was already battered.

“No, you are Levi Garrison…”

Just at the last moment.

A forgotten name appeared in Chen Kong’s mind!

The name engraved on the back of the stele-Levi Garrison…



He didn’t see the last word that day, so he was called away by the evil god.

Now they know that the word is pro.

Levi Garrison! ! !

He needs to instantly understand the intention behind the stone stele-it means to be above
the gods’ list!

“It’s me! How?”

Levi Garrison frowned, feeling a little strange.

But he quickly guessed.

Chen Kong should have seen his name behind the stele.

But he felt something was wrong…

“Hahaha……”

Chen Kong suddenly laughed.

He also didn’t expect such a powerful existence in this world! ! !

He thought that except for the freaks in the Lab of the Gods, he could control the world.

Unexpectedly!

Unexpectedly!

The key point is that he had heard that Levi Garrison was the greatest enemy and threat of
the Gods Lab before!
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I thought that after this era came, Levi Garrison was no longer.

They don’t want to kill.

too weak.

Rachel of the Gods, Mr. X, don’t you think of it?

Levi Garrison is still your worst enemy! ! !

Ha ha ha ha……

“Levi Garrison!”

“Levi Garrison!”

…

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

“what!!!”

While chanting Levi Garrison’s name silently, Chen Kong’s body exploded one after another.

In the end, the whole body was shattered…

Dissipated in heaven and earth!

The whole person was blown up directly…

Only the crystal fell into Levi Garrison’s hands.

Shocked!



It was shocking!

Everyone watched Chen Kong explode a little bit…

Just because of Levi Garrison’s punch?

silence!

Everyone is silent at this moment!

Only the screaming wind blew, and there was no other sound in time.

I can’t even hear the breath.

Shocked!

It was shocking!

This is the most silent moment in everyone’s life…

Because they saw an incredible battle!

Levi Garrison blasted Chen Kong to death with a punch!

This was expected by Tiance Superintendent and Ye Qingtian.

No matter how arrogant and powerful Chen Kong is, he can’t stop Levi Garrison from
punching!

But others are different! ! !

Ye Wudao and Ye Lingtian were stunned!

Zoey Lopez was stunned.

Kirin ( Qilin ) Xiao Feng, they all stunned!

…



Everyone present was stunned.

Each one looks like a stone statue…

not moving at all!

It was shocking.

Everyone was immersed in the scene just now!

Can’t wake up temporarily.

“It’s over! It’s over! Levi Garrison…”

The Lab of the Gods was the most shocked, one by one was silent.

The last thing they want to see happened!

From the moment Levi Garrison rushed out, he felt something was wrong, and he moved in
the direction they least wanted to see.

Now he killed Chen Kong directly! ! !

Directly present the worst situation!

I don’t want Levi Garrison to be strong, but he is the strongest…

Really helpless!

And everyone saw Levi Garrison beat Chen Kong to death with a punch!

Furthermore, they modified Chen Kong’s body, and his body strength reached the best level.
It was by no means to absorb too much power and energy, unable to digest and merge, and
thus burst his body.

This situation is impossible!

In the concept they set, Chen Kong smokes as much as he wants.



It will never be blown up!
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That can only be said that Levi Garrison exploded with a punch!

When was Levi Garrison so strong?

His punch just now was unremarkable!

The expressions on the faces of the members of the Gods Lab solidified.

Levi Garrison is so powerful, plus the top three on the god list.

Will become a threat to the Lab of the Gods…

The court was silent for several minutes.

Someone reacted.

“Did Master just kill Chen Kong with a punch?”

Xiao Feng asked weakly.

With his utterance, everyone gradually became sober.

Shocked!

Shocked too much!

Levi Garrison killed Chen Kong?

This is a question and a fact.

But can it be wrong if hundreds of thousands of people have seen it with their own eyes?



Why can Levi Garrison defeat Chen Kong with such a normal punch?

There is only one answer-return to the basics.

The more powerful, the more unpretentious.

That punch just now reached a realm that no one can imagine…

The fact is that Levi Garrison really defeated Chen Kong!

seeing is believing!

Everyone sees it now.

This is the fact!

No amount of sophistry!

Levi Garrison’s brothers and apprentices all looked at him blankly.

It turns out that Levi Garrison in their minds is still there!

He is still invincible!

I don’t know why, everyone is trembling.

Especially Zoey Lopez, she was re-evaluating Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison was a bit strange at this moment.

“Levi Garrison really defeated Chen Kong???”

Zoey Lopez muttered to himself.

“Wrong!”

“My boss, Levi Garrison, personally defeated Chen Kong!”



“The boss is number one in the world! The boss is invincible in the world!”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) Kirin ( Qilin ) and others began to shout.

“Master is invincible in the world! Master is still the king of this world!”

…

At this time, Xiao Feng, Zhou Ke and other apprentices also began to shout.

“Levi Garrison! Levi Garrison! Levi Garrison…”

The Evil Sword and the others roared and shouted one after another.

Soon one pass ten, ten pass a hundred.

The mountains and plains are calling Levi Garrison’s name!

Defeat Chen Kong!

He is the well-deserved number one on the god list! ! !

Chen Kong could not scare the three of Dark Gods, but was defeated by Levi Garrison.

The first everyone in this god list is convinced!

The audience shouted first in the gods list!

Tiance Shenshuai joined them, shouting loudly.

From now on, Levi Garrison can’t hide…

The laboratory of the gods was directly numb.

The three threats were not eliminated, but a bigger threat came…

If Levi Garrison joins forces with the three of them.



That can really directly threaten the Lab of the Gods…

“I’m waiting to congratulate Daxia and Wang on the top of the list of gods!”

“Congratulations……”

The parties began to congratulate Levi Garrison.

Ye Wudao and Ye Lingtian cried directly.

Levi Garrison brought them too great a blow.

Not only swept them, but also swept their master Dark God.

This is a great shame!

Congratulations…

The underworld gods are very puzzled…

In fact, Levi Garrison could not reveal his identity, he could kill Chen Kong with the Dark God
or any identity.

But why did he take this risk to kill Chen Kong.

Don’t understand!

They don’t know Levi Garrison’s thoughts!

On the one hand, Levi Garrison was really angry, and Chen Kong was so disappointing.

So much has been prepared specifically for him, and this is the result.

On the other hand, Levi Garrison had consideration.

He has been looking for the laboratory of the gods, but there is no substantive clue.



He had been hiding his strength for a long time, for fear that the Gods Laboratory would
know.
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But the more so, the Lab of the Gods couldn’t take him seriously, and he didn’t have any
clues.

therefore!

He decided to do the opposite!

Thoroughly expose your powerful strength!

If the Lab of the Gods still exists, they will know it for the first time.

The Lab of the Gods knew that if they were strong, they would become a threat to them.

Then they will think about how to get rid of themselves.

In this case, shouldn’t the Gods Lab send someone to take action?

They have to show up!

You have to do something!

This is not exactly what Levi Garrison wanted!

It turned out that Levi Garrison showed his strength in public to force the gods to come out
of the laboratory.

Let’s not say whether I can cope with the forced out of the laboratory of the gods.

To understand a little bit of the enemy…

But Levi Garrison really did it.



Demonstrating their strength to the Lab of the Gods has become a major concern for them…

He didn’t think that Chen Kong was sent by others…

Soon, the news that Levi Garrison defeated Chen Kong spread all over the world!

This former king once again became the god of war in everyone’s mind!

Become the object of discussion for everyone!

The key to Levi Garrison being the number one on the gods’ list is something everyone didn’t
expect.

Isn’t he weak?

Isn’t it even the quasi god list?

Why is it suddenly the first strength in the gods list?

Is it possible that the dark web also has a time of missteps?

Is this list still authoritative?

But where did they know that Levi Garrison’s name had been engraved long ago.

The dark web won’t miss it!

There will be no fakes!

After Levi Garrison walked down, Zoey Lopez looked at him with a complicated expression:
“So you have always been so strong? Why didn’t you tell us?”

Levi Garrison smiled: “I told you! You just don’t believe me!”

“Master, can I ask the source of your strength? What kind of exercise did you practice to
make you so strong?”

Xiao Feng couldn’t help asking.



“That’s the basic exercise! The pursuit of the ultimate strength and speed!”

Levi Garrison approached.

“Oh oh oh…”

Everyone suddenly realized.

“Then boss, you told us to abandon other exercises, the reason for practicing this exercise is
that?”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) asked.

“Otherwise? I will hide privately?”

Levi Garrison smiled.

“Then let’s start practicing now!!!”

The crowd was excited.

From being dismissive at the beginning, to forgetting at the back, now I have to start
practicing again…

It is completely opposite to the previous attitude.

After seeing Levi Garrison defeating Chen Kong, everyone wanted to practice again.

Everyone looked at each other and saw shame in each other’s eyes.

Everyone blushed.

“No need, your mentality is unstable, you can’t practice!”

Levi Garrison refused directly.


